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Utapia Series: Short Stories Based on ‘My City’

Aim: to develop short stories based in the world of My City / Utapia to help explore the

possibilities. Not ultimate storylines which are final, just for development purposes and

ideas. Stories about Fudlegh, the Editor, the girl, citizens, or whomever.



Written by Fraser Murdoch

frasermurdochvfx@gmail.com



Story #01

If you are a tapping citizen you will always find your way to the large newspaper stand and

kiosk in the city square in the rising sunlight before you spend your day tapping and twisting

until there’s a wrench in your stomach. You will have most probably spoken to the young

woman who listens so intently, who is wise beyond her years and seems to have interest in

the human soul of every hard working tapper.

As TTC employees we pride ourselves in creating great wrenches, threading things

immaculately and of course working as hard as we can at whatever we are told Lord

President Mayor Fudlegh is said to tell us to. To live in this beautiful and creatively shaped

city and utapia based on our favourite trade is a true privilege. Well, at least that is what we

are led to believe.

Yes, I did. I did question our meaning. I did question our orders. Is this what makes one

insane? I am a citizen like you. So please hear me out, as I explain an interesting revelation

leading from a conversation I had with our astute young starlet who works at our staple in

spreading the word - the FOTL Newspaper Stand.

Below the grid, in this private letter I will explain something that will be worth reading,

something which some of you may not be ready to hear. Some committed tappers who have

done so for many decades may not know what to do with this information, but I trust you to

understand my words and be ready to let them soak in.

The vibrant socialite selling Lord Fudlegh’s newspapers speaks to me every day, every

morning. I would be surprised if she would recognise me when considering the amount of

tappers she sees every day. Yet she still, bright as a button, right off the mark asks me every

time, a non-generic question. Something specific to what I have told her a previous day sometimes not even that morning or that week. Something even recurring, like if I was

getting closer to that assistant manager role in the threading department, or if I had been

making any progress getting a camera or taking any photographs. She seemed to

encourage this interest and ostensibly was interested in it herself.

Now I know that you probably haven’t heard something like this before, and I am not trying to

replace anyone. You may have heard quite similar (but hopefully less exaggerated)

assertions when glorifying an individual. Yes, Lord Fudlegh is glorified in our papers. You

heard it here. I don’t know if I will still have a job or my same comfortable life if this was to be
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picked up and swallowed by Fudlegh and TTC, but I mean no harm. My only motive is to not

be passive anymore. And I don’t expect you to either. Any tapper. I can glorify or not glorify

anyone I wish. This may seem an exaggerated feeling in itself, but I can’t help but feel this

way as I for one have crawled out of my shell, and I welcome others to.

The sweet girl does not have any such shell however. As we may all agree there is

something about her, somewhat different, that we haven’t been able to put our fingers on.

But we all remember her notorious dealings with Lord Fudlegh himself don’t we? And we still

see her glance every so often up to the top of the tower of the headquarters where Fudlegh

resides. We may not have spoken at length but we all know it. That disappeared quite

quickly. She was away from the stand more than she was operating it and we saw many

grey and dour faces during that time, didn’t we? It wasn’t quite the same. But, she is back,

every day, every morning again. For quite some time now. I am to assert a question, and I

suggest, not order, you to do similar: Why?

The astute lass has been a great advocate to TTC and FOTL, helping shift the word and

help us keep in the loop with what the big wigs are saying and what we believe is happening.

She has spoken to us in the morning telling us we need more tap wrench sales or more

things threaded so we can get more water and more food for our kids. We have heard about

events and pageants and tappy sports events, as she hands us across our papers, before

we stick our noses in them and make our way to work. We are a tap-hand at not walking

directly into each other as we walk along the road to our different or identical

tap-wrench-shaped premises on time and prepared.

But if you have been to this bright girl’s kiosk you will have noticed a more secretive nature

around, as she is tipping people off with some very interesting information, much different to

these usual writings. I for one certainly have been intrigued by what she had to say.

Last Tuesday, as I was passing through the beautiful city square on my commute to work, I

stopped off for the usual newspaper fix. The girl caringly asked the elderly man in front of me

how his arthritis was and if it was getting in the way of making 500 threads and then I heard

her say “you deserve to retire, the city should look after you.” The customer shrugged this

off, mumbled and rustled on his wallet for some money. The girl told him it was fine and he

should just make his way to work. He was so charmed by her, and I think he may have even

tried to ask her out for coffee. But we all know that is her charm, she smiled and joked it off

and the man steadily stepped down and toddled off to work.

I smiled and sort of laughed and threw down 30-tapas and she firmly handed across my light

Facts of Tapwrench Life newspaper. I clenched my hand around the edge of the paper to

retrieve it but she continued to hold it firmly. I looked up and she intently looked into my eyes

and whispered “Read page 6, some very interesting pictures.”

I smiled again and replied “Thanks for the tip.”

I steadily broke into my commuting walking pace and opened the paper out to read it front to

back, word by word like I was brought up to do, but this time I was too intrigued and threw
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the pages to the side almost frantically - not caring this time for the disorder I was causing to

the aligned commuting traffic around me - to that tipped page.

At first, I was almost disappointed, I was looking and hoping for some new colourful images

of the inline wrenches everyone at work has been harping on about, and I was wanting to be

well in the loop for that. But it was nothing like that. There were a few articles on sales

figures and such so I read these articles first. But they were nothing more important than

what would be found on the front. I read each of them twice in case I had missed something.

I was getting closer to work and so I really had to get to the front page and get through the

whole thing in case I missed something and looked like I had never been to this city before

and appear very naive - something I pride myself on not being.

It was my main 15 minute lunch break in the middle of the day when I usually don’t have

much time as it takes 5 minutes to get to the staff room and 5 minutes back to the threading

room. I had gotten my lunch out of the fridge and sat down with it. There was a copy of the

paper lying on the table, so I naturally grabbed it to have another look through. I turned to

page 6 for another look. This recommendation had gotten into my head. I opened the leafs

wide over the table and had a good scan over it. It was this time that something jumped out

to me.

Remembering the tip “some very interesting pictures”, I looked closer at one of the photos on

page 6. It was of the Bridge of Destiny over the river from our main headquarters. The photo

was there to show the great amounts of traffic coming in from the bridge, and I guess also

leaving to go home as there was traffic on both sides of the bridge. But it wasn’t this that I

kept staring at, and it wasn’t the good resolution or the shutter speed and exposure to keep

these fast moving cars from being blurred. It was the architecture and the general look of the

buildings over that side of the River Destiny. I mean I never really venture much over that

side of town as it was never too built up and the media have spoken frequently of the crime

levels there - so it certainly didn’t have the same levels of attractions, especially in terms of

work, sports or places to eat. It certainly has grown over there though. More buildings. Looks

more attractive. There are obviously the same tap-wrench-shaped water treatment plants

and scrapyards and such, but there were shapes I had never seen before. I know I am

probably not too cultured like most of us, there is everything we have ever needed in this

one compact city. But these shapes stuck with me after I scattered off in a rush, leaving my

piece and crumbs lying on the table in the staff room as I saw I only had a few minutes to get

back on the floor to thread away. I am sorry to whoever it was that had to tidy that up. I hope

that you got the note and the packet of Taparoo Chocolates well.

I may have even daydreamed whilst working and I am sure that my productivity was a few

fractions lower as I thought and thought about these shapes I saw across the river in that

photo in the newspaper. I wonder how many people noticed this. It was so small a detail to

notice and the article did not draw any attention to it. Was it just a defect in the photo? I

wonder if the smart girl at the stand is telling everyone, or it was just due to my interest in

photography. Whatever the case was, I was going to finally get that camera from the shop

and I was going to visit The Bridge of Destiny myself.
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The river was roaring and the traffic was hissing by. I stood there with my Tapasonic

TW1000EB digital camera very excited but a little confused in using it. I was a little rusty

after my last camera as a teenager which had used to be my uncle’s. Tappers skated,

walked and cycled passed me on the promenade as everybody was making it home from

work, from my right to my left, from the city centre toward the bridge. As we all know,

everyone commutes to work in the manufacturing or usage of tap wrenches - it is what our

city is based on. I don’t have to tell you that. Although, as I actually went here I noticed that

that wasn’t necessarily so black and white. It was quite confusing in fact, as one woman

skids around the corner in her bike, in the opposite direction. It was then that I watched her

pass and turned my head back to the corner she came from, and as there were tappers

crowding and taking their heads out of their papers or snacks to avoid being hit by such

bikes speeding around the corner, I realised there were many scooting or trodding around

this corner, almost in equal measure to the ones heading away from the city centre. To avoid

any suspicion and lingering I turned and took a snap of a high rising tap-wrench-shaped

office building behind me and walked toward the bridge where all of these commuters and

workers were coming from.

As I walked along the bridge more and more details focussed from the mist, and the sounds

of long slow horns made more sense. A cargo ship had pulled up in a harbour and lots of

shipments were being lumbered into the dock and into rail containers. Many of the shapes

that I had seen in this photo were similar - those same acute angles, which could never be

used to jigsaw any sort of tap-wrench shape from. Either I was getting crazier and loopier, or

there was something to this. I levelled in my head that if I didn’t find out anything new I would

at least get some good photographs, or in the worst case get to know my camera a little

more. So I snapped a couple of pictures of this harbour, and feeling self-conscious as I felt

there were a few turning heads from down below, I snapped a few pictures of the river and

skyline as well.

My head darted around as I tried to recognise some of the skyline on the other side of the

bridge from the photograph. Although, it did seem somewhat different. I pulled my folded

newspaper from my backpack and tried my best to open it without any pages littering our

clean river or shooting off into a roller-blader’s face - that could have been nasty. Instead I

was extremely careful and took my time. I leaned it on the railing of the bridge and opened

up page 6. I looked at the picture and then at the skyline. I then looked at the skyline and

then the picture, and back again. Now, I was at a different angle and the print wasn’t

incredible, and despite seeing it was the same place especially in reference to the bridge,

but it really didn’t look the same. I had a thought that it might be the fog that was skewing

things more, so I stepped further along the bridge with my arms out holding this paper widely

open like I was a lost tourist and this was my hugely limiting map.

I continued to the stairwell to exit the bridge, glancing toward the architecture, and got closer

to the dock. I peered over the side of the railing and I could now see the people wandering

around making themselves useful. I want to call them tappers, but I didn’t even associate

them with the ordinary tappers I see everyday in the city centre. They were wandering,
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almost you can say, randomly. One person even had their hood up on an indoor jumper and

was writing down notes on a notepad. There were others smoking and standing talking to

one another and there was no threading, tap wrenches or any threads of any sort in sight. I

snapped an extreme wide shot and locked my eyes on some cargo being shifted by a group

as I made my way to the pavements of the other side of the Bridge of Destiny.

They took the peculiarly sharp-edged glass toward a lorry, but not any lorry. It was like a

lorry I had never seen before. An alien lorry. It looked like a volcano or a mountain or

something from a geography magazine. Not that it was organic. It was just completely new

to me. Could everything on this side of the river be completely different? This was all part of

the same city. My City. The one I grew up in and lived and worked in my whole life. But I feel

I had gotten a plane, or I teleported. They loaded the glass into this lorry and pulled down

the door at the back and clipped a few things in. I was set to turn around and look for some

more familiar things I could relate to, but I think that I had gotten a buzz for the unknown and

the new, and so I followed this lorry along this industrial esplanade to get an idea where it

might go and use that as my tour guide in this foreign but slightly familiar land.

I took a brisk pace like I was a tap wrench deliverer and passed many sheds and smokers

and non-tappers. It was a little disgusting but I had my eyes glued on the vehicle ahead as I

clenched my camera to stop it swinging annoyingly side to side. The lorry stopped at a few

traffic lights which I thought was very nice to help me catch up! I was a very good walker of

course as I walked at a good tapper’s pace every day to work, but there was more

adrenaline involved in this walk. I mean, I am a very passionate threader, but the metal work

is never going to run away ahead! I’m sure the thick fog, smoke and pollution was one thing

slowing me down and my head was probably spinning at the same speed as my legs were

swaying - and there was no camera that could take as many photos as my mind was taking

each second! Up ahead, the lorry had gradually gained some distance on me, and I could

see the flashing light on the left bottom of the vehicle which suggested a change of direction

was imminent. The alien lorry slowed down, huffed and puffed and etched around a bend

between two tenements. I pecked but put my whole body into catching up some more so that

I would be able to continue to see more about these shapes and where they were going.

My head was spinning, my heart was reverberating, my stomach was bubbling and my lungs

were close to breaking my ribs by the time I was around the corner. In all honesty I wasn’t

taking any imagery in anymore and I had no clue where this lorry had gone, not that the lorry

was that important anyway. There was a lot more than that that I was looking for. I leaned up

against a wall to catch my breath, and thought about random jumbled thoughts like getting

great photographs and if the lorry was an alien and quickly realised that was nonsense until I

got my breath back gradually and the sounds of the traffic and the conversations were

becoming clearer. I relaxed and had my head tilted back against the wall. I was staring up at

the top of the tenements. Something caught my eye. This was the building I had saw from

the photograph. It had these sharp, pointed cladded structures on the top, in fact it had no

middle-wide architecture at all which was associated with the shape of a tap wrench and

ultimately TTC. I got confused and astounded, and looked around some more. I couldn’t see

any of the usual tap wrench shaped building structure. Everything was a little different. They

weren’t all the same as each other either. Some looked very run down but some looked new,
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but overall it wasn’t quite as clean as I was used to. But they all had these zig-zag shapes

somewhere on it, if it were on the top or at the sides or even in doorways (like there may be

a tapwrench-pillar) and there wasn’t a Fudlegh or TTC poster in sight.

My head was darting around and I probably looked like I had just landed there, and all of a

sudden I hear a voice say “Well, you are a little too astounded by this street.”

I replied, probably looking very pasty and sweaty “Yes, yes.” They began to walk passed.

“What, what is all this about?” I enquired as I pointed up at the shapes on the buildings.

“What’s what all about, sorry?”

“The buildings, the buildings. The shapes on them. Why are they there?”

“You’ve asked the wrong person” they replied. “I didn’t design them and I’m not an

archetype, architectural, or whatever, expert.”

“I’m sorry to have bothered you” I apologised.

“Not to worry at all” they laughed.

I then after having made a fool of myself in the middle of the street finished the conversation

with my usual well-wishes that I was always brought up to do and have done ever since

childhood.

“Have a tapping day”

They turned round. It looked at first like they were angry and then like the penny had

dropped. They stepped toward me. “You are a little lost aren’t you?”

“No, no I am quite fine actually” I replied, feeling a little defensive for whatever reason and

trying my best to develop a facade. “Just looking to get a few photographs and doing my

thing, then… Then home.”

They looked at me for a while. “Well I’m sure there is plenty architecture that will tickle your

fancy up the road, some big budget new stuff or whatever up there.”

I got a move on up the street and tried my best to end this conversation with this stranger

without making a fool of myself again. I think I said something like toodaloo.

It took me a little while to remember what I was looking for again as I wandered along the

street to find out more about this part of town. I saw all different types of things. Different

brickwork, different restaurants and cafes - The Log Chips, Coffee to Lumber, to name a

couple - and new posters with the new names and nouns, like Ben Lappin and ICA. What

was ICA? I snapped very happily and felt like I knew slightly where I was going looking for

these incredible buildings. I had approached a crossroads, and from here I could see some
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extruding, pointy structures from over the top of a group of tenements. I stopped within the

crowd of waiting-crossers at the roadside and got a few lovely snaps I was very pleased

with. The best I had taken on this new camera. I had gotten the sun in the shot and a big

flare and was sure it was framed nicely. The buildings were a little dark, but I was shooting in

RAW format so I guess I would be able to have a little look at them at home. There were

also a few other crops of buildings if I turned more to my left, so I looked up and got a few

shots of them as well - a little less flare, so they weren’t as interesting looking but it was a

sight which was interesting to me nonetheless. I pulled my camera down around my neck

again and turned around to find a view down the street I came from. Before I could focus on

the river way off in the distance, I saw a face I recognised. I recognised it from very recently.

It was the person I just spoke to down the street. I caught eye contact with them. They then

darted into a staircase in front of a building and hid behind one of those sharp-edged,

ziggy-zaggy pillars.

Something was up. They had followed me, and if they hadn’t and it was just an accident

wouldn’t they have continued to walk toward me and then just laugh it off? Surely they don’t

jump behind pillars as a hobby. The crossing sign went green and so I climbed within the

crowd of pedestrians and rushed up the street toward the buildings.

Walking a brisk pace my awareness was high but I caught myself just staring toward the

buildings as an aim of where to get, even as they disappeared behind nearer buildings. I just

kept making progress toward these buildings, despite feeling I just didn’t belong in these

parts. It was a lot less clean than I was used to and people brushed passed you and had no

real order to their walking. I saw some newspapers lying as if disregarded or not wanted to

be stored in their article filing cabinets. They also looked a little different, in fact the title of

the newspaper was different. I really hadn’t time to read such a detail as I aimed to keep

moving, but this was something I had never ever seen before, so this stuck with me. I made

my way closer to my salvage in these buildings and I hoped I would lose any odd followers

along the way. You would never be followed deliberately by anyone normally in this city so in

some regard I would give them somewhat of the benefit of the doubt that it was all just a

mistake. And, anyway, I forgot everything as soon as I found my way to a square, quite a bit

smaller than our TTC-FOTL square, but with some huge sharp-edged ziggy-zaggy shaped

buildings residing there, with the huge letters “ICA”.

This was incredibly fascinating to me. When did these get here? How have I missed this? My

house was just back there. It was like an hour’s walk. I snapped and snapped from every

possible angle, getting every possible part of the buildings, with the sky or the square and

the people framed in. The atmosphere was incredible. People were talking, some were

dancing and some were eating. Was it a party? Was it a festival? If so, it wasn’t too busy.

Just kids and families and workers. But these workers did not look like tappers. They didn’t

hold themselves in the same way and they were in any hurry. I’m sure some people were

crowded outside of a public house still in their uniforms. These uniforms were not our TTC

uniforms. `I got closer and closer to the buildings and I was getting great low angle shots

toward the top of these unique pieces of architecture. I wandered and squated, wandered

and squated getting lower and lower angles. I squat-walked even more and all of a sudden

felt a thumb over my whole body and got thrown back. What a shock this was. As I fumbled
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my camera and found my feet, still on the ground, I looked up and saw a worker standing

over me. They stared at me very seriously. The best thing I could think of doing at this time

was: get up and run. For some reason or other I wasn’t meant to be taking pictures of this

building - it was all a secret club and I wasn’t part of it. This is why I was also being followed

and this whole thing seemed under the nose. I launched into a sprint like I had never done

before. It was like I had taken off and was gliding at the same time. I never knew my legs

could move or stretch like this. I fell to the ground with a thump, and everything went black.

I woke up in a cold sweat and it took a little while for my eyes to focus. I looked up and there

was the person I met on the street. I looked around frantically and had no idea where I was. I

was definitely on a couch, but other than that: what the? It was a small and dark place, but

well-kept with plants and desks and things.

“You! Where is this? Where am I? What is going on?” I spat out in one breath. I got up

before they could answer and ran out of the room and around the corner. Just my luck: the

person I saw in the square when I was taking photographs stood right there. And in that

case: where was my camera anyway? I wasn’t leaving with that if I could actually get out of

here.

“Wo, wo, where are you going?” They asked calmly.

“I’m getting my camera and I am out of here. Why did you knock me out? I’m calling the

emergency services!”

“Come with me and we will get you camera.”

I complied and walked along with them to an office.

“Sit here and we will bring your camera to you. Don’t worry, we kept it in a safe place while

you were sleeping.”

I sat and waited, but there was something untrustworthy about these people. I hadn’t met

anyone that acted in this way before. They place had no tap wrench artifacts or paintings or

anything anywhere. I had a look out of this large window and could see for a far distance. I

could see all the way over to the river and the bridge and could see the TTC headquarters.

This seemed a long, long way away now, and something very distant to me now. There so

many different things here - the buildings, the people, the advertisements. It really was

astonishing and very scary to me. I sat a little bit frozen for a while staring downward toward

to the floor and to things around the room like the desk, or the plant in the corner or the ICA

and FOL logos on the glass. I noticed some paper on the desk and a little notebook. I heard

and saw nobody coming yet so I decided to go over and sit at the desk. The notebook was

just a small lined, comb-binded book with scribbles and notes all over the front. I opened it

up and flicked through it. The things that stood out to me were the words: ICA, TTC,

Fudlegh, tap wrenches, saws - tap wrenches saws kept coming up.

“I see you found my notes.”
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I turned around quickly and my heart jumped and saw a woman holding my camera. Wait

she was incredibly familiar. I paused in shock once I realised who it was.

“I hoped that you would make your way here. I have a lot to speak to you about.”

I quickly calmed down, but got more confused when I realised it was the girl from the

newspaper stand, still in her hoodie and work clothes. “What is all of this? What is going

on?”

“Let’s walk and talk. I have something to show you. Oh, and here’s your camera - looks

awesome by the way.”

“It really is. I’m really enjoying it.”

We wandered through the long, wide corridors and we took the elevator all the way down to

the negative-3 floor. We spoke about work and how my day was, and mentioned how she

was hoping that I would have understood what to look for in that picture. No talk yet of what

this was about and how she seems to have two jobs. It was certainly her, there wasn’t a

doubt about that.

The large-elevator doors opened and a worker brushed passed us with some crates. The

place was loud - much like my work but with more talking. It all came into focus and I could

see that they were manufacturing goods. I was no stranger to this type of workplace - many

of my friends work in the production of tap wrenches and this city is heavily based on its

sales of its TTC products. I looked at the girl, and she looked back at me, and we turned

back around to look at the factory floor. These were most definitely not tap wrenches that

were getting made.

“Come with me. I’ll introduce you around.” She offered, and walked with me toward the

workers. I felt propelled to follow. She seemed just as in control of the is large underground

room of people than she is with her few staff in the newspaper stand. It was such a different

environment to see her in and in some way it felt like it wasn’t her. However I was generally

struggling to comprehend anything to any high degree at this time.

“You probably haven’t seen any of these before, and I am sure things will seem confusing at

first, but I am also sure that you are starting to get an idea.”

“To be honest I don’t really know what is going on”, I replied.

The in-control girl stopped and turned toward a worker. “Well, this is our production

manager” she introduced. The worker lent forward with a lot of respect and shook my hand.

“They manage practically all operations when it comes to producing these saws.”

I paused and looked to the work counter. I took a moment.
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